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Abstract This paper presents a methodology for visual

detection and parameter estimation to analyze the effects of

the variability in the performance of golf putting. A digital

camera was used in each trial to track the putt gesture. The

detection of the horizontal position of the golf club was

performed using a computer vision technique, followed by

an estimation algorithm divided in two different stages. On a

first stage, diverse nonlinear estimation techniques were

used and evaluated to extract a sinusoidal model of each trial.

Secondly, several expert golf player trials were analyzed

and, based on the results of the first stage, the Darwinian

particle swarm optimization (DPSO) technique was

employed to obtain a complete kinematical analysis and a

characterization of each player’s putting technique. In this

work, it is intended not only to test the performance of the

DPSO method, but also to present a novel study in this field

by identifying a putting ‘‘signature’’ of each player.

Keywords Golf putting � Motion analysis �
Detection � Estimation � Signature

1 Introduction

According to the Merriam-Webster’s Dictionary [1], the

putting technique, or simply the ‘‘putt’’, is defined as a light

golf stroke made on the putting green in an effort to place the

ball into the hole. Hence, the putt is used in short distance shots

on or near the green, as seen in Fig. 1. Similarly, ‘‘putter’’ may

refer to a golf club used in the putting stroke or the player who

is attempting to putt. In this work, the term ‘‘putter’’ is used

solely in the sense of a golf club.

Recent researches concerning putt execution were car-

ried out [2–6]. The biomechanical aspects of this gesture

were addressed in some other studies [7–10], and the

majority of the known research about this subject were

made in laboratory context, i.e., indoor [3, 4, 11–13].

However, only a few studies analyzing process vari-

ables, such as the position, velocity or acceleration in the

golf club during putt execution (linear or angular) [7–9]

have been made and researches using automatic tracking of

the ball’s trajectory and movement on the green or in

laboratory are not known.

Attending to the information exposed, this work presents

the experimental design and methodological aspects in the

analysis of the effects of variability in the golf putting perfor-

mance of expert subjects, using analgorithmthat automatically
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detects stationary and dynamic objects (e.g., in golf’s putt

execution). This algorithm is used to obtain a point cloud of the

horizontal position of the putter during the execution. Conse-

quently, many process variables, such as the trajectory func-

tion, can be obtained by estimation of a sinusoidal model to fit

to the cloud points by means of different estimation techniques.

In a first stage, many estimation techniques with different

performance are analyzed. In a second stage, one of these

techniques is chosen to estimate the trajectory model, by

computing the parameters of a function composed by a sum of

three sinusoids. Finally, an individual study of each expert

player’s putting trial is conducted to identify relationships

between different executions of the same player, thus

extracting putting ‘‘signatures’’ for every player.

In the next section, the experimental design of the experi-

ences is presented. After which, the detection and the main

estimation algorithms are described. Subsequently, the experi-

mental results of the mentioned stages are exposed and dis-

cussed. Finally, the article ends with conclusion and future work.

2 Related work

As mentioned before, this study can be divided in two distinct

steps. Firstly, the dynamic position of the golf club is detected,

by a computer vision technique, during the execution of the putt,

and a model of its trajectory is estimated using different existing

methods to analyze their performance. Secondly, the estimation

method with the best performance in this preliminary phase is

used to carry out a study of the relationship between different

trials of the same player, by analysis of several experiments

using different subjects, to identify a putting ‘‘signature’’ of each

player. To accomplish this goal, it is important to establish a

detection algorithm and an estimation algorithm.

2.1 Detection

The problem of detection and object tracking has been subject

to numerous studies and has gained considerable interest in

many research fields, such as biological motion [14], human

vision systems [15], traffic monitoring [16, 17], pedestrian

protection systems [18, 19] or surveillance [20].

The methods for object tracking can be subdivided into two

main groups: deterministic [21–24] and probabilistic [25],

within which the Bayesian techniques are the most popular.

Within the group of deterministic methods, the mean-shift

algorithm is one of the most widely used. The mean-shift

algorithm is a gradient-based iterative technique originally

proposed in Ref. [26] and uses different kernels, such as

Gaussian or Epanechnikov for representing a probability

density function, moving to a kernel-weighted average of the

observations within a smoothing window. This computation is

repeated until convergence is attained at a local density mode.

It was further extended to computer vision problems [21, 23,

24]. In Ref. [24], the similarity between the target region and

the target candidates in the next video frame is evaluated using

a metric based on the Bhattacharyya coefficient. Based on the

mean-shift vector, received as an estimation of the gradient of

the Bhattacharyya function, the new object state estimate is

calculated.

The mean-shift algorithm has been combined with par-

ticle filtering techniques, and as a result kernel particle

filters [27] and hybrid particle filters [28] were proposed

combining the advantages of both approaches. Particles are

moved into more likely regions and hence the performance

of these hybrid particle filters is significantly improved.

Other related hybrid particle filters combined with the

mean shift are proposed [29–32]. The accuracy of the

mean-shift techniques depend on the chosen kernel and

the number of iterations in the gradient process. A draw-

back of this algorithm is that sometimes local optima are

found instead of the global one.

Most video object tracking techniques are region based,

which means that the object of interest is contained within

a region, often of a rectangular or circular shape. This

region is then tracked in a sequence of video frames based

on certain features, such as color, texture, edges, shape and/

or their combinations [25, 33, 34].

Fig. 1 Putter movement action parameter analysis: a initial stage, b back swing, c down swing and ball impact, d follow-through
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There have been several works in literature exploring pixel-

based color detection methods for recognition or tracking of

features in images. Very frequently, these methods are used

together with region detection (or image segmentation). Most

authors claim that color allows fast processing and is robust to

geometric variations; therefore, using such techniques is

advantageous. They can be applied in many fields like

robotics, for example on tracking systems for soccer-player

robots. In Ref. [35], the vision system described models the

ball by its position, size and color in HSI space. Firstly, sat-

uration and intensity masks are applied in the search window.

Then, the final segmentation decision is done using hue dis-

tance to the model’s color in the filtered pixels. Also a backup

segmentation was developed using the RGB color space and

analyzing pixel distances. A dynamic adjustment algorithm of

the search window size was also implemented based on pre-

dictions of the objects’ position. Larger window sizes are only

necessary when objects move very fast. Generally, there is no

need to process most parts of the image, which is also the case

in the present work, as it will be shown later on.

Another vision system implemented for assistance in

agriculture [36] uses color and shape analysis on near-

ground image of cereal crops in order to detect weeds. The

pixels in the images are discriminated by means of color

analysis and applying thresholds. The main application of

such system is to monitor weeds and spraying herbicide

simultaneously in an efficient spatially variable manner.

Several studies on detection of human features also use

these techniques. Vezhnevets [37] compares published pixel-

based skin detection methods by summarizing their advanta-

ges, disadvantages and characteristic features. In these

methods, each pixel is classified as skin or non-skin individ-

ually independently from its neighbors, and human skin color

is used for face detection. Also, a study [38] uses skin-hue

classification to identify and track likely body parts within the

silhouette of a user on a real-time person tracking and rec-

ognition system in crowded or unknown environments,

combining stereo vision, color and face detection modules.

In Ref. [39] an interesting approach is taken, as the

method uses a three-layered data association scheme with

graph-theory formulation to track tennis balls, in broad-

casting video sequences. Several works can be found in the

literature on using graph theory to solve the data association

problem [40, 41]. Each object candidate is usually modeled

as a node in a graph and the object trajectory is identified by

looking for the optimal path. In their method, the associa-

tion problem is mapped onto a graph and solved using an

improved all-pairs shortest path formulation and path level

analysis, resulting in a fully automatic data association

algorithm able to handle multiple object scenarios. The

proposed data association algorithm has been applied on

large data sets containing broadcasted tennis sequences

from three tournaments. Comparative experiments show its

robustness, as good results are obtained on sequences where

other data association methods perform poorly or fail

completely.

This last algorithm presents an alternative way to solve

tracking problems, as those are most commonly solved

with estimation techniques. A review on this matter is

given in the next section.

2.2 Estimation

The problem of tracking dynamic objects and estimating their

time-varying position has been studied extensively in robot-

ics, engineering, computer vision and several other fields [42].

The problem is hard because the appearance of objects is

ambiguous, partly occluded, may vary quickly over time and

is perceived via a high-dimensional measurement space.

Five different estimation techniques were studied,

applied and compared in this work. One popular first-order

optimization algorithm used in many engineering related

works is the Gradient Descent. In this method, the search is

carried through proportional steps in the direction of the

negative of the gradient, or the approximate gradient, of the

function at the current point to find a local minimum. It has

been applied in the literature, for example, for face align-

ment in computer recognition systems [43].

Another vastly used method is Pattern Search, which is a

similar approach to the Gradient Descent. However, it does

not compute the gradient, meaning that it can be used with

non-differentiable functions. In this case, a descent search

direction is produced, by varying the parameters of the

problem with different step sizes, aiming to obtain a fit to

the experimental data. It has been successfully applied in

model selection of support vector machines [44] and for

transformation function search in automatic image regis-

tration [45] among others. Both the Gradient Descent and

the Pattern Search methods are more suitable for low-

dimensional optimization problems.

In addition, the simplex method was also studied. This is an

optimization method to numerically solve linear program-

ming problems by searching optimal solutions in the vertices

of the admissible region of the space, considering all con-

straints, and iteratively improving the objective function. It is

perhaps the most popular optimization algorithm for linear

problems with low dimensions, being applied previously in

contexts like particle accelerator control [46].

A nonlinear heuristic version of the simplex method

called the downhill simplex or Nelder–Mead algorithm was

utilized. This algorithm is more suitable for minimizing

objective functions in a many-dimensional space, such as

in this work. Among previous works, Ref. [47] used a

modified version of the Nelder–Mead algorithm to mini-

mize an objective function related to the displacement of

the joints of a robotic manipulator by visual servoing.
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All the referred methods proved to be time consuming in

problems with multiple dimensions and relaxed restric-

tions, as it will be clear later on. As a consequence, the

focus was shifted to an alternative approach: the particle

swarm optimization (PSO) because of its recent popularity

and performance obtained in various studies such as

robotics [48–50], electrical systems [51] and sport sciences

[52].

A general problem with PSO and other optimization

heuristics is becoming trapped in a local optimum. PSO

may perform well on a given problem, but may fail to do so

in problems with different characteristics. In order to

overcome this issue, many authors have suggested adjust-

ments to the PSO algorithm’s parameters, combining, for

example, fuzzy logic (FAPSO), where the inertia weight is

dynamically adjusted using fuzzy ‘‘IF–THEN’’ rules [53], or

Gaussian approaches (GPSO) where the inertia constant is no

longer needed and the acceleration constants are replaced by

random numbers with Gaussian distributions [42].

More recently, Pires et al. [54] used fractional calculus

to control the convergence rate of the PSO. The authors

rearrange the original velocity equation (1) to modify the

order of the velocity derivative.

Many authors have considered incorporating selection,

mutation and crossover, as well as differential evolution

(DE), into the PSO algorithm. The main goal is to increase

the diversity of the population by preventing the particles

from moving too close to each other and collide [55, 56] or

to enable self-adaptation of parameters such as the con-

striction factor, acceleration constants [57] or inertia

weight [58].

The fusion between genetic algorithms (GA) and the

PSO led to the GA–PSO [59]. GA–PSO combines the

advantages of swarm intelligence and natural selection

mechanisms, to increase the number of highly evaluated

agents, while decreasing the number of lowly evaluated

agents at each iteration step.

Similar to the last one, the EPSO is an evolutionary

approach that incorporates a selection procedure into the

original PSO algorithm, as well as self-adapting properties

for its parameters. This algorithm makes use of a tourna-

ment selection method commonly applied in evolutionary

programming (EP) [60]. Based on the EPSO, a differential

evolution operator has been proposed to improve the per-

formance of the algorithm in two different ways. The first

one [61] applies the differential evolution operator to the

particle’s best position to eliminate the particles falling into

local minima (DEPSO), while the second one [62] applies

it to find the optimal parameters (inertia and acceleration

constants) for the canonical PSO (C-PSO).

One of the common drawbacks in most of the PSO

variations is the significant increase in the computational

effort. Having that in mind, an evolutionary method based

on the PSO, called Darwinian particle swarm optimization

(DPSO), was implemented and tested. This method was

chosen due to its potential to escape local optima, resulting

into high-quality performance, as shown in [63]. Addi-

tionally, it is a recently proposed technique suffering from

an apparent lack of application in engineering problems

and, at the same time, requires less computational effort

when compared with the previously described PSO vari-

ants. In Sect. 5, both PSO and DPSO are reviewed in detail.

3 Experimental design

The experimental design and methodological aspects that

support this research are herein presented. The adopted task

was the golf putt, implying the strike of a ball (Titleist;

Model Pro V1) with a putter (Putter Jumbo Black Beauty;

size 35; standard) on a horizontal and still surface, placed

on the ground over a ramp.

3.1 Apparatus and procedure

The apparatus included an artificial, rectangular, green and

plain carpet with no flaws, which is commonly used by

Minigolf professionals and is quite similar to the green

natural surface texture; it was 10-m long, 2-m wide and

4-mm thick.

The ball’s rolling speed on the carpet was measured with

a stimpmeter, corresponding to 10 m/s, which is an

acceptable value accordingly to the green’s validation

criteria of the Professional Golf Association (PGA Tour).

A real golf hole was placed 3.5 m away from the car-

pet’s edge and 1 m away from each lateral extremity. A

white dot marked the putting location at 2 m. The dot is in

the same direction of the hole and 1 m of each lateral

extremity of the carpet. Under the carpet, a 1-m long ramp

was placed, leveling the carpet’s surface, 10-cm high.

On the top side of the ramp there was a platform 4-m

long (left side of Fig. 2). The ramp allows the ball to travel

from the lower level up to the hole.

The computational tool MatLab was used to deal and

analyze all the data. Using this application, one can perform

statistic analysis as well as computing mathematical models

based on cinematic and kinetics of real models [64].

3.2 Data recording

To perform this study, a digital Casio Exilim/High Speed

EX-FH25 camera was used. The autonomy of the digital

camera was also considered and, in order to smoothly

record the entire session without interruptions, recharge-

able 2,700-mA batteries and 16-GB memory cards were

used.
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The digital camera was placed 55 cm above the ground,

heading forward and 4 m away from the experimental

device, in front of the subject. These procedures were

based on Knudson and Morrison’s work [65], which sug-

gests shooting distances of 2–10 m in similar studies.

The camera worked on its tripod and all the positioning

and calibration features mentioned were used in the same

way for the entire study. It shot at 210 fps (frames per

second) with a resolution of 480 9 360 pixels and a focal

length of 26 mm. The experimental device and digital

camera were always in the exactly same place, so that

everything was recorded under the same conditions, guar-

anteeing reliability for later data analysis.

Several previous studies on putting performance analy-

sis used digital cameras recording from 25 fps up to 50 fps

[66]. This confirms that 210 fps is an adequate frame rate

to study a gesture as precise as the golf putt.

Logically, to be able to capture the scene with such a

high frame rate in real time, the image quality must be

worsened as both the image sensor exposure time and the

resolution are reduced, hence the 480 9 360 resolution,

which affects detections in the images and parameters

estimation. This represents an interesting and realistic

challenge due to noise in the captured images.

Digital camera recordings provide information about the

golf putting action parameters in distinct stages (Fig. 1) to

estimate the trajectory of the putter during the movement.

4 Detection algorithm

In this study, as a controlled environment was created, the

following detection algorithm was used to detect the

putter’s head, through the red marker, according to the

RGB range values defined (Fig. 3b):

1. Select the region of interest (Fig. 3b), within the entire

frame (Fig. 3a), to be analyzed.

2. Analyze the region of interest of the current frame

searching for pixels with RGB value within the defined

RGB range.

3. If a pixel under condition (2) is found, then verify if it

is inside a blob with at least the considered area of 8

pixels within the same RGB range.

Analyzing the video will result in a vector that includes

the object position in the corresponding frame (pixel/

frame) (i.e., trajectory). Optionally, we can:

4. Convert the pixel/frame value of the object in m/s

(ISU).

As these digital cameras’ lenses provide a considerable

depth of field, a reference in the same plane of the analyzed

gesture is necessary to perform the conversion to m/s. This

reference is the putt’s metallic part length of 585 mm.

The algorithm presented above is computationally effi-

cient; it relies on simple image processing techniques and

ensures satisfactory results.

The chart presented in Fig. 4 shows an example of a

point cloud that represents the detected position, in the

horizontal plane, of a golf club during putting execution of

an expert subject.

As it is clear in Fig. 4, the detection algorithm’s output

has some lacking data. This happens when the conditions

of the second step of the algorithm are not met. In such

cases, the detection is skipped in the corresponding time

instant to avoid introduction of errors. In order to classify

(a)
2m (D)

1.0m

3.5m

0.5m

1.0m

1

1.0m0.5m

Camera

3.5m 1.0m0.5m
2.0m

(b)

Fig. 2 Experimental device: a top view, b side view
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the point cloud, linear and nonlinear estimation techniques

were studied to fit the acquired points of the cloud to a

sinusoidal function, thus obtaining a mathematical model

to describe the putter’s position during the execution of the

play. In the next section, the PSO and DPSO estimation

techniques are analyzed.

5 Estimation algorithms

In this section, a detailed review on the two most signifi-

cant algorithms are presented in this work: in particular, the

PSO and the DPSO.

5.1 Particle swarm optimization

Particle swarm optimization is a population-based sto-

chastic optimization technique. In PSO, the candidate

solutions are called particles. These particles travel through

the search space to find an optimal solution, by interacting

and sharing information with neighbor particles, namely

their individual best solution (local best) and computing the

neighborhood best. Also, in each step of the procedure, the

global best solution obtained in the entire swarm is upda-

ted. Using all of this information, particles realize the

locations of the search space where success was obtained

and are guided by these successes.

In each step of the algorithm, a fitness function is used to

evaluate the particle success. To model the swarm, each

particle n moves in a multidimensional space according to

position ðxnÞ and velocity ðvnÞ values, which are highly

dependent on local best ðx^nÞ, neighborhood best ðn^nÞ and

global best ðg^nÞ information:

vn ¼ wvn þ q1r1ðg^n � xnÞ þ q2r2ðx^n � xnÞ þ q3r3ðn^n � xnÞ
ð1Þ

xn ¼ xn þ vn ð2Þ

The coefficients w; q1; q2 and q3 assign weights to the

inertial influence, the global best, the local best and the

neighborhood best when determining the new velocity,

respectively. Typically, the inertial influence is set to a

value slightly less than 1. q1; q2 and q3 are constant integer

values, which represent ‘‘cognitive’’ and ‘‘social’’

components. However, different results can be obtained by

assigning different influences for each component. For

example, several works do not consider the neighborhood

best and q3 is set to zero. Depending on the application and

the characteristics of the problem, tuning these parameters

properly will lead to better results. The parameters

r1; r2 and r3 are random vectors with each component

generally a uniform random number between 0 and 1. The

intent is to multiply a new random component per velocity

dimension, rather than multiplying the same component with

each particle’s velocity dimension.

120 30 30

255 70 70

(a) (b)

Fig. 3 Example of a registered scene: a full frame, b region of interest with the defined range of RGB values for putter detection

Fig. 4 Example of a point cloud obtained with the detection

algorithm
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In the beginning, the particles’ velocities are set to zero

and their position is randomly set within the boundaries of

the search space (Algorithm 1). The local, neighborhood

and global bests are initialized with the worst possible

values, taking into account the nature of the problem. There

are other few parameters that need to be adjusted:

• Population size—very important to optimize to get

overall good solutions in acceptable time.

• Stopping criteria—it can be a predefined number of

iterations without getting better results or other criteria,

depending on the problem.

Particle swarm optimization reveals an effect of implicit

communication between particles (similar to broadcasting)

by updating neighborhood and global information, which

affects the velocity and consequent position of particles.

Also, there is a stochastic exploration effect due to the

introduction of the random multipliers ðr1; r2 and r3Þ.

5.2 Darwinian particle swarm optimization

Many variations of the PSO algorithm have been presented

since its first description in [67]. In this work, we have

focused in an algorithm which incorporates techniques of

evolutionary approaches to the PSO: the DPSO [63].

Despite the similarities between the PSO and genetic algo-

rithms (GAs) such as randomly generated population, fitness

function evaluation, population update, search for optimality

with random techniques and not guaranteeing success, PSO

does not use genetic operators like crossover and mutation, and

thus is not considered an evolutionary technique. On the other

hand, the DPSO extends the PSO to determine if natural

selection (Darwinian principle of survival of the fittest) can

enhance the ability of the PSO algorithm to escape from local

optima. The idea is to run many simultaneous parallel PSO

algorithms, each one a different swarm, on the same test

problem and apply a simple selection mechanism. When a

search tends to a local optimum, the search in that area is simply

discarded and another area is searched instead.

In this approach, at each step, swarms that get better are

rewarded (extend particle life or spawn a new descendent)

and swarms which stagnate are punished (reduce swarm

life or delete particles). To analyze the general state of each

swarm, the fitness of all particles is evaluated and the

neighborhood and individual best positions of each of the

particles are updated. If a new global solution is found, a

new particle is spawned. A particle is deleted if the swarm

fails to find a fitter state in a defined number of steps.

Some simple rules are followed to delete a swarm, delete

particles, and spawn a new swarm and a new particle:

• When the swarm population falls below a minimum

bound, the swarm is deleted.

• The worst performing particle in the swarm is deleted

when a maximum threshold number of steps (search

counter SSmax
c ) without improving the fitness function is

reached. After the deletion of the particle, instead of

being set to zero, the counter is reset to a value

approaching the threshold number, according to:

SSc Nkillð Þ ¼ SSmax
c 1� 1

Nkill þ 1
ð3Þ

with Nkill being the number of particles deleted from

the swarm over a period in which there was no

improvement in fitness.

• To spawn a new swarm, a swarm must not have any

particle ever deleted and the maximum number of

swarms must not be exceeded. Still, the new swarm is

only created with a probability of p = f/NS, with f a

random number in [0,1] and NS the number of swarms.

This factor avoids the creation of newer swarms when a
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large numbers of swarms exist. The parent swarm is

unaffected and half of the parent’s particles are selected

at random for the child swarm and half of the particles

of a random member of the swarm collection are also

selected. If the swarm initial population number is not

obtained, the rest of the particles are randomly initial-

ized and added to the new swarm.

• A particle is spawned whenever a swarm achieves a

new global best and the maximum defined population

of a swarm has not been reached.

Like the PSO, a few parameters also need to be adjusted

to run the algorithm efficiently:

• social and cognitive coefficients of vn;

• initial swarm population;

• maximum and minimum swarm population;

• initial number of swarms;

• maximum and minimum number of swarms;

• stagnancy threshold;

• maximum and minimum velocity value.

Later on, the results obtained using both the PSO and

DPSO will be shown and discussed.

6 Experimental results

By analysis of the shape of various point clouds given by

the detection algorithm, it was clear that to model the

putter’s horizontal position in time, one ought to use a

sinusoidal-like function.

Nevertheless, a function composed by only one sinusoid

was not precise enough to describe the movement, as it is

clear in f1 of Fig. 5, which results, in this case, in a mean-

squared error (MSE) of 2.6568 units. This happens because

the amplitude, angular frequency and phase of the descending

half-wave, which corresponds to the player’s backswing and

downswing, is usually different from the ascending half-

wave, which corresponds to the ball’s impact and follow-

through. These disparities could not be represented using

solely one sinusoid wave. Therefore, to obtain a more precise

model a sum of sinusoid waves was employed. However, a

compromise between precision and complexity of the prob-

lem had to be assumed, because each sinusoid added three

more dimensions to the estimation problem (amplitude,

angular frequency and phase of the corresponding sine

wave). In order not to let the complexity of the problem grow

inappropriately, a function composed of the sum of three

sinusoids was used (f3 of Fig. 5), due to its precision, with an

MSE of 0.6926, as compared to using solely a sum of two

sinusoids with an MSE of 0.7124 (f2 of Fig. 5).

Thus, having the estimation function defined as a sum of

three sine waves, each of the three parameters of each wave

needs to be estimated, resulting in a nine-dimension esti-

mation problem which attempts to minimize the mean-

squared estimation error for every experiment, to obtain a

precise function that describes the horizontal position of

the golf club during putting execution.

6.1 First stage: preliminary results using different

estimation algorithms

In this phase, a preliminary analysis of all five estimation

methods mentioned in Sect. 3 was conducted to verify

which one was better suited for the problem in hand. Three

distinct trials of three different subjects were used in this

first study. The goal was to check and compare the per-

formance of each of the estimation techniques.

All algorithms were run under the same conditions, with

the same restrictions and with random initialization of all

variables. Below, a summary of those conditions is presented:
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Figures 6, 7 and 8 and Table 1 clearly show the superior

performance obtained by the DPSO algorithm for all three

cases, followed by PSO, which was only slightly inferior

in the second data set when compared with pattern search

and achieved second best results in the first and third data

set. The other three algorithms generally obtained inferior

results.

These results depict that population-based and evolu-

tionary algorithms are more suited for complex multi-

dimensional optimization problems. However, both the

PSO and the DPSO need some predefined parameters, as

opposed to gradient descent, pattern search and the

downhill simplex. In these experiences, the following

parameters were used:

Fig. 6 Results for the first data set—frame versus putter trajectory (cm); a Gradient Descent, b Pattern Search, c Downhill Simplex, d PSO,

e DPSO
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Fig. 5 Fitting sinusoidal functions to a point cloud, representing the position of a golf club during putting execution
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Fig. 7 Results for the second data set—frame versus putter trajectory (cm); a Gradient Descent, b Pattern Search, c Downhill Simplex, d PSO,

e DPSO

Fig. 8 Results for the third data set—frame versus putter trajectory (cm); a Gradient Descent, b Pattern Search, c Downhill Simplex, d PSO,

e DPSO
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PSO : x ¼ 0; 85; q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 1; q3 ¼ 0;

DPSO : x ¼ 0; 6; q1 ¼ q2 ¼ 0:5; q3 ¼ 0;

Maximum particles per swarm : 100

Minimum particles per swarm : 15

Maximum number of swarms : 100

Minimum number of swarms : 1

Stagnancy threshold : 5

These parameters guaranteed the above fine results.

Note that the neighborhood influence between particles

was canceled (q3 = 0) for both algorithms. Also, velocity

limits of ±0.5 were imposed in both cases to prevent

explosion of particle velocities and each particle’s position

was verified in every iteration to guarantee that it moved

inside the boundaries imposed by the constraints of all

dimensions of the problem.

At this point, both PSO and DPSO algorithms have

shown excellent search abilities for the considered data set

but, as occurring with other algorithms, may lose their

efficacy when applied to large and complex problems, e.g.,

problem instances with high dimensionality. There are

several benchmark test functions commonly used to test the

optimization algorithms’ efficacy, one of those being the

Rastrigin function [68]. This benchmark function has

many, regularly distributed local optima, presenting itself

as a challenge for optimization algorithms (Fig. 9) defined

as:

Ras(xÞ ¼
XD

i¼1

x2
i � 10 cos cos 2pxið Þ þ 10

� �
;

� 5:12\xi\5:12 ð4Þ

where D is the dimension of the problem and x ¼
x1; x2; . . .; xDð Þ is a D-dimensional row vector (i.e., a

1 9 D matrix). It is typically considered a dimension

of 30, i.e., D = 30, when considering benchmark

functions, which was the dimension used in our

evaluation.

In our case, test groups of 100 trials with 500 iterations

each were considered for both PSO and DPSO with the

previously defined parameters. To present the results, the

median of the best solution of the 100 trials was taken as

the final output (Fig. 10).

Table 1 Comparative results for all three data s ets

First data set Second data set Third data set

Iterations Running time (s) MSE Iterations Running time (s) MSE Iterations Running time (s) MSE

Gradient Descent 27 1,000 0.9270 47 1,000 7.2550 26 1,000 1.4989

Pattern Search 61 1,000 1.7989 71 1,000 1.4315 71 1,000 1.4087

Downhill Simplex 325 952 0.7147 471 1,000 5.7457 500 1,000 1.6770

PSO 3,463 312 0.6926 8,527 1,000 1.4391 8,754 1,000 0.9789

DPSO 87 102 0.5658 178 1,000 1.0001 43 8 0.7368

Fig. 9 Representation of Rastrigin function (D = 2)

Fig. 10 Evolution of PSO and DPSO performance in the Rastrigin

function
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It is noteworthy that the Rastrigin function presents a

difficult problem due to the link between the size of the

search space and the number of sub-optimal solutions. In

fact, when attempting to solve Rastrigin function, most

optimization algorithms easily fall into sub-optimal solu-

tions. However, the DPSO is capable of maintaining a large

diversity, thus yielding better results than PSO.

In these preliminary experiments, we were able to select

the DPSO as a valid estimation algorithm and also to tune

its parameters for the rest of the study presented in the next

section.

6.2 Second stage: extracting the individual putting

‘‘signature’’

In this stage of the work, intensive Matlab simulation was

performed using the detection algorithm and the DPSO as

an estimation technique, with the earlier defined parame-

ters, to obtain the putter’s motion function that describes 30

putt executions of six different expert subjects, in a total of

180 trials.

After calculating all the estimation parameters, some

trials were removed to obtain a more representative sample

Fig. 11 Analysis of the first sine wave—mean and standard deviation of all six players. a Amplitude (a1) versus angular frequency (b1);

b amplitude (a1) versus phase (c1)

Fig. 12 Analysis of the second sine wave—mean and standard deviation of all six players. a Amplitude (a2) versus angular frequency (b2);

b amplitude (a2) versus phase (c2)
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of each player through the identification of outliers in the

following way:

• Each player’s trials were studied by grouping the param-

eters of each of the three sine waves of the estimation

function: amplitude versus angular frequency and ampli-

tude versus phase, which resulted in six different graphics.

• The mean and standard deviation of each player’s 30

trials were calculated, resulting in a unique ellipse for

each pair of estimation parameters, as show in Figs. 11,

12 and 13.

• The trials that fell outside of each of the six represen-

tative ellipses were tracked. If a given trial fell outside

at least three out of the six ellipses, then it is identified

as an outlier and is therefore ignored.

After gathering all the inliers, which were typically

around 15 trials for each player, the average putter’s

motion curves were computed. Such curves are presented

in Fig. 14.

It can be verified in Figs. 11, 12 and 13 that each

player’s putting ability can be defined by six pairs of

parameters related to the three sinusoids of the estimation

model. Different players have different regions defined in

the parameter’s space, which in turn indicates a difference

in the style of play by each subject. For instance, player 1

and 2 seem to have a more regular putt gesture, since the

parameters present a smaller standard deviation (smaller

regions) when compared with the other players. However,

as expected, intersections between the ellipses in the

parameter’s space are common due to the player’s exper-

tise. Therefore, Fig. 14 represents the average putter tra-

jectory of each subject, considering the inliers for all

players and Table 2 the individual analysis of the corre-

sponding actions during the movement. The information

provided by them numerically identifies aspects like timing

and stroke’s width of the subjects in question, in order to

differentiate them and extract a complete putting signature,

which is discussed below.

Moving on to strokes’ width, player 1 (represented in

blue) exhibited, on average, the longest back stroke ampli-

tude with 21.8 cm, whilst player 5 exhibited the shortest,

with only 8 cm. It is interesting to notice that player 1, having

larger back stroke amplitude, hit the ball with the highest

average velocity. This is particularly obvious when com-

pared with player 2, who has a lower amplitude (19.6 cm),

but takes 51 video frames (around 0.24 s) to hit the ball,

while player 1 only takes 39 frames (around 0.19 s) to hit the

ball from a greater back stroke distance. In terms of forward

Fig. 14 Average putter trajectory of each subject

Fig. 13 Analysis of the third sine wave—mean and standard deviation of all six players. a Amplitude (a3) versus angular frequency (b3);

b amplitude (a3) versus phase (c3)
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strokes, the longest was also attained by player 1 with

43.3 cm and the shortest by player 6 with 12.5 cm.

Player 3 displayed high regularity in terms of timing,

consistently performing near the median of the overall

plays. In fact, the player presented a backswing and follow-

through with similar timing (around 0.27 s) and an almost

constant speed of 0.7 m/s in the downswing, as well as in

the follow-through. These two characteristics contributed

to the outstanding smoothness of the respective average

curve, represented in green. As for the strokes’ width,

player 3 was between the players with the lowest back and

forward stroke amplitude.

As it can be seen in the results, all players display

unique putting characteristics. Similarities can be easily

identified between them; however, the same can be stated

about differences. These differences allow extracting a

signature of each player, which enables us to affirm that a

given putting stroke has a higher probability of belonging

to a player instead of another.

7 Conclusion and future work

In the past decade, detailed biomechanical motion analysis

has become an important part of athletic training and

performance evaluation. More and more sensing devices

such as cameras have been installed in environments where

it is possible to automatically interpret and analyze inten-

tional activities. Examples of such application domains are

human living environments where computer systems are

supposed to support people’s everyday life, or factories

where machines and human workers are supposed to per-

form production processes cooperatively.

Another domain that has been receiving increasing

attention is the real-time automated analysis of sport games

such as football, tennis or golf. Nowadays, in many live

broadcasts, computer vision analysis, with special attention

to the ball’s kinematic, is used for example to present the

ball’s velocity or checking the ball’s relative position.

Also, more and more special importance to information

computed off-line is given, like player’s statistics. We

consider the presented work as part of this framework, in

the sense that real-time detection can be applied and sim-

ilar off-line estimation information to the one presented in

this article can be provided, in this case in the context of a

live transmission of a golfing event.

The presented system for data retrieval, despite its

complexity, is functional and allows retrieving a series of

different information simultaneously. In this work, the

putter’s detection was carried out using a simple and

computationally efficient computer vision algorithm, which

presented good results. Also, a study of nonlinear estima-

tion techniques was conducted and various approaches

were tested to extract a sinusoidal function to model the

putter’s horizontal position in time.

The results confirmed the superior performance of the

DPSO method, which was implemented based on the work

of Tillett et al. [63], the first work to verify and apply the

algorithm beyond the original authors, to our best

knowledge.

With the implementation of the detection and estimation

algorithms, this study benefits by using automatic tracking

to analyze the putter movement in different stages (i.e.,

backswing, downswing and follow-through). To validate

the work, toward using it in real situations, six expert golf

players were tested. The experimental results clearly show

when considering different trials of every player that each

of them has a typical and distinct style of play. Properties

of the average putter trajectory of each player, like the

parameters of the estimation model, the timing of the play

and its different stages, as well as the amplitude of the

strokes, fully characterize the putting gesture of every

player equivalently to a signature.

It is the authors’ opinion that this study should not be

confined to golfing plays. A similar study could eventually

be done to analyze and extract signatures in the context of

other sports like hand motion on swimming, boxing, tennis

or baseball or even other body parts in everyday human

actions.

In future work, we intend to relate each player’s sig-

nature with the putt’s degree of success using another

camera to analyze the ball’s trajectory, the error distances

Table 2 Putting characteristics of every player

Backswing

(number of frames)

Neg.

amplitude

(cm)

Downswing

(number of frames)

Ball impact

(frame)

Follow-through

(number of frames)

Pos.

amplitude

(cm)

Putt (number

of frames)

Time

(s)

P1 73 -21.8 39 112 79 43.3 191 0.91

P2 82 -19.6 51 133 66 28.6 199 0.95

P3 57 -8.9 28 85 58 19.5 143 0.68

P4 46 -15.1 71 117 63 31.1 180 0.86

P5 47 -8.0 30 77 42 19.4 119 0.57

P6 57 -11.0 36 93 33 12.5 126 0.60
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in vertical length (VE), horizontal width (HW) and radial

error (RE) to the hole. In this analysis, we will mainly

focus on the pixel resolution of the camera instead of the

frame rate, as we did in the camera that analyzed the putt

gesture. Shooting at 30 fps (30 Hz) at a resolution of

1,280 9 720 pixels is considered adequate to capture the

trajectory of the ball. This posterior study will eventually

have the ability to automatically evaluate the quality of a

given putt, considering all parameters.
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